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• Galactic conquest in a fast-paced, highly tactical
FPS. Fight with physics-based combatives and
puzzles to save a blue planet. • Craft and
customize your unique drone with hundreds of
upgradeable parts to blow the enemy apart. •
Buy, sell, and trade parts on a galactic market. •
Level-up your custom drone with unlockable
upgrades and craftable mods. • Orgless Bio-mods
and anti-drone turrets that will turn the tide of
battle in your favor. • Sink your fist into a massive
arsenal of futuristic weaponry. • Guided by the
diplomacy AI, it's up to you to keep peace. Built
By: JONOJHENSON (punji.tv) Soundtrack:
Pharmakon by Bambinee Productions:
[AudioBigBrother.rar]... Choose your path into the
wilds, from your character’s unwavering father, or
the aimless predation of those who would seek to
possess her. Explore dungeons, purchase loot,
craft items, and slaughter enemies using your
brute might. Navigate seamlessly through
combat, trade, or stealth, and sneak your way
through the arena where majestic beasts lie wait
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to tear you limb from limb. And when your foes
are slain, prove your dominance by raising your
social standing and expanding your empire. Delay
the apocalypse! The way to save humanity relies
on your ability to shape the future of the world!
Hone your combat skills, craft weapons, and build
a future in a living, strategic world that will
change with your every move. Assemble a team
of fighters, and dominate enemies in an infinite
arena of warfare. Utilize a massive arsenal of
futuristic weaponry, and craft as you complete
each storyline. Make your decision, and the future
of the world is in your hands! Features:
Incomparable, turn-based action. Dominate the
arena. Huge arsenal of weaponry. Engaging
storylines and customization. Play as many
characters as you want. Let the adventure begin.
Choose your path into the wilds, from your
character’s unwavering father, or the aimless
predation of those who would seek to possess her.
Explore dungeons, purchase loot, craft items, and
slaughter enemies using your brute might.
Navigate seamlessly through combat, trade, or
stealth, and sneak your way through the arena
where majestic beasts lie wait to tear you limb
from limb
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Zone Anomaly Features Key:
7 new Game Modes - Battle hardened Jammers, Cocktail-Shot Mavericks, Killer Kongs, Walrus
Warfighters, Sirens of scale, Mosquito Hunters.
3 new LAN Modes to battle it out on with friends - Ground Target, Air Target, and Air Target Free.
Gameplay Evolved - improved gameplay, thicker physics, and enhanced stability.
New Aircraft Weapons: Quad Breaker, Chain Breaker, Turboknife, and Vector Quickstrike.
New Aircraft Passives: seeker, auto-trigger, and ejection system.
Flying Physics: All new flying physics offer fully dynamic objects.
New Camera System - natural looking camera system.
New Scenery System - 3D, dynamic billboards, trees, and airfield.
New AI - Improved AI aiming, natural camera movements, and better AI understanding.
SkyTech Improvements - Unlimited Irradiance, New Visibility System, and improved LOD, shadows,
and alpha cut-off.
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